1 – 14 August 2011
WHV – L’viv
L'viv - the Ensemble of the Historic Centre, Halychyna, Ukraine

An Interactive 2-hour presentation with the use
of the materials from CCIVS and WHC was
given within the first 2 days of the programme
for 11 volunteers. Through this training session,
volunteers were ready to lead discussions with
locals during their stay and to hold workshop
for the children on the topic of the WH.
Volunteers implemented a series of activities in
order to raise awareness in the local
community on the issues related to the WH,
and sensitize local effort to continue
preservation of WH sites. Utilizing the materials
provided by WHC and also media aid prepared
by volunteers, volunteers created poster© UNESCO/CCIVS/Alternative V
stands for local residents. In the end,
volunteers produced 5 information posters-stands that explained not only L’viv but also WH sites of
international volunteer’s home country. Those poster-stands were displayed in the park where
international volunteers performed cleaning and renovation activities.

Around 500 locals familiarized themselves with information about WH concept, WH Sites and unique
places and objects in the home countries of the international volunteers by visiting poster-stand. 90% of
local visitors of park visited the stands. Information provoked discussions on the topics related to the WH
concept in general as well as WH Sites in L’viv and in the home countries of the volunteers in particular.
Demonstration of the WH in stands helped to raise awareness of the local population in L’viv about WH.
Moreover, volunteers carried out improvement activities in a park. They work 40 hours in historical
Stryiski Park. Volunteers maintained 6 sites in the park and each of them had a size of 100 m². They
maintained the lawns, cleaned the lawns from the stones and old weed, branches, sowing of new grass.
The territory of Stryiski Park in L’viv was substantially improved. Finally, volunteers organized a workshop
for 14 local kids with the use of the non-formal education methods such as interactive games.

WH Volunteers - "Patrimonito Voluntary Action 2011"
Sources: for the description of the WH site: UNESCO WH List, http://whc.unesco.org/en/list
For the description of the activities: www.whvolunteers.org and www.ccivs.org

Information about the project appeared in 2 daily TV news programs, on 10 internet news portals,
including the official web portal of the local city administration.

Organization:
All-Ukrainian Association for Youth Co-operation ALTERNATIVE-V
13/21-v, Tarasa Shevchenka lane (provulok), office 302
Kyiv 01001
Ukraine
Contact: Valeriy Bidnoshey
inter_dept@kylc.com
Partners:
Lviv City State Administration; “Zelenyy L’viv” (“Green L’viv”); Stryiski Park
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